What’s Going On? Ireland Joins Canada and
Netherlands and Targets Farmers with Carbon
Emissions Cuts — Further Endangering Global Food
Shortages
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Irish leaders joined The Netherlands and Canada in cracking down on
farmers with grueling carbon emissions cuts.
Farmers in The Netherlands have been protesting for weeks after the government
instituted a new plan to bankrupt them and disrupt food supplies in Europe.
Farmers‘ protests in the Netherlands have reached the royal palace at Dam Square in
Amsterdam. 16-year old Jouke, who was shot at by a police officer on Tuesday, was
released without charges.
Opposition leader Geert Wilders released a bombshell letter showing the globalist Dutch
government wants to use expropriated agricultural land for asylum centers.
Around 40,000 Dutch farmer paralyzed traffic in the Netherlands and blocked around 20
food distribution centers over the weekend with trucks and tractors.
TRENDING: OH MY, THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING: Biden Family Whistleblower
Tony Bobulinski Says Top FBI Official Tim Thibault Buried Info He Gave to Bureau on
Biden Family Criminal Acts
Breitbart.com reported:
Ireland’s green agenda-loving government is set to impose an emissions cut of around 28
per cent on farmers, a report has claimed.
Farmers in Ireland may soon be forced to make potentially damaging changes to their
businesses as climate alarmist ministers within Ireland’s government look set to cut the
sector’s emissions by around 28 per cent.
Officials within the Irish government have been haggling over how badly to hammer the
country’s farms with green legislation for some time, despite the visceral reactions of
farmers in fellow EU member-state the Netherlands to the curbing of nitrogen emissions,
due to the damage the EU-inspired restrictions will cause to their businesses.
According to a report by The Times, Ireland’s Minister for Agriculture, Charlie
McConalogue, has already agreed to force a cut of either 27 or 28 per cent on the country’s
farming sector, a move that will cause significant disruptions to local businesses.
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This past week Canadian tyrant Justin Trudeau also announced he is moving forward
with a plan to reduce Canadian fertilizer use and bankrupt farmers.
This will bankrupt farmers, their land will be scooped up by international billionaires and
the global food shortage will deepen.
You’ll be eating bugs before you know it, whether you want to or not!
It's official. Trudeau's meeting with provincial agriculture ministers wrapped up yesterday.
He is moving forward with a 30% fertilizer reduction. Farms will fail, land will he
purchased by billionaires/the government, and people will starve. Farmers are rising up
today.
— Keean Bexte
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Read about his plan here: https://t.co/hpFUfjkVJ8
— Keean Bexte
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Biden Has No Public Events
Scheduled For Today - Goes Into
Hiding After His Corrupt DOJ
Releases Staged Photo of 'Classified'
Docs at Mar-a-Lago

Trump Touts Upcoming Pennsylvania Rally on Saturday - Says He Has "Much, Much To
Say"
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Biden Border Crisis: Alleged MS-13
Thugs Indicted on Heinous Charges in
Texas and Maryland

WashPost Uncritically Repeats Lies about Trump from J6 Cmte
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GOOD NEWS! Gateway Pundit Reporter Cara Castronuova is Running For Office This
November! PLEASE HELP CARA "KNOCK OUT THE LEFT"!! Support Her Fundraiser!
AMAZING VIDEOS!
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